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30 October 2015
Garant: Federal Legislation Monitoring
http://www.garant.ru/hotlaw/federal/667835/

Preserved key rate by the Bank of Russia
Information from the Bank of Russia of 30 October 2015 notifies that the key
rate will be kept at the level of 11% per annum.

29 October 2015
Official Website of the Russian State Duma
http://www.duma.gov.ru/news/273/1345655/

A new draft of the Russian Administrative Code
The Working Group at the Committee on Constitutional Legislation and State
Building is reported to be preparing a new draft version of the Russian
Administrative Code. The revised version will elaborate provisions on certain
administrative offenses, in particular, those related to customs and antitrust
legislation, informatization and protection of information. The draft project is
undergoing public discussions.

2 November 2015
Vedomosti
http://www.vedomosti.ru/economics/articles/2015/11/02/615142-vlasti-priznaliproval-amnistii-kapitalov

Possible amendments to the current legislation on capital
amnesty
The Ministry of finances is reported to be discussing amendments to the
Federal Law "On voluntary declaring by individuals their assets and bank
accounts (deposits)" and separate legislative acts. In particular, it is
proposed to prolong the term of voluntary declaring campaign, to extend
application of tax deduction to sale of securities received from the company's
liquidation as well as to exempt funds obtained as a result of CFC liquidation
from PIT taxation.

http://www.vedomosti.ru/business/articles/2015/11/02/615175-torgovii-sborotkladivaetsya
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Extension of the moratorium on trade duty in St Petersburg
It is notified that the trade duty will not be introduced in St Petersburg in
2016.
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